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CORK IS A
SUCCESSFUL
REGION

WHY A PLACE BRAND STRATEGY?
Cork is a successful region. Cork has been continuing its development and marketing
journey over recent years. Fresh strategies, projects and initiatives have been progressed
during the downturn in the economy to help position Cork and Ireland for future success.
Fresh collaborative effort from all in Cork will help deliver this success.

The aim is to deliver a shared and coherent approach for the strategic branding
and marketing that grows demand for the Cork Region to support business growth
for the Cork Region and Ireland.
Strategic branding and marketing means the promotion and development of what the
Cork Region wants to be known for in terms of its offer, experience and reputation.
This is the detailed homework, it is not about logos and strap lines. It should help all
in the Cork Region “sing from the same hymn sheet”.

The Cork Region
Strategic Marketing
Group consists of:
Cork City and County
Councils, Cork
Chamber, UCC, CIT,
Cork Airport, Port
of Cork, South West
Regional Authority
and Fáilte Ireland.

GLOBAL CHANGE
Commentators have remarked that the early years of the 21st century are seeing a shift
in the influence of nation states to city regions; just as in the 15th and 16th centuries city
regions dominated life.
Over the last twenty years many other “City Regions” have been aiming to bring more
clarity to their place brand. They have endeavoured to use lessons from consumer
product branding and marketing BUT with the fundamental difference that places have
their own existing identity and have a much more complex architecture and hierarchy.

Commentators have
remarked that the
early years of the
21st century are
seeing a shift in the
influence of nation
states to city regions;
just as in the 15th
and 16th centuries
city regions
dominated life.

SECTION 1

Cork City and County Councils, plus stakeholders in the Cork Region, have
come together to deliver a compelling and coherent regional brand strategy for
the economic development of the Cork Region (Cork City & County).

SCENE SETTING

HELPING CORK CONTROL ITS FUTURE SUCCESS

AN UNCERTAIN NEW ECONOMIC LANDSCAPE
In developing an integrated brand and marketing strategy Cork is responding to major
economic, social and technological change.
As Ireland, Europe and the Eurozone countries move into a slow economic recovery
and fragile growth phase, the landscape is very different to that seen prior to the major
economic crisis. For example:

•

Globalisation has intensified further, other parts of the world have been advancing
and companies there making plans for international expansion

•
•
•
•
•

Public sector resources are scarce, the private sector is more risk averse

•
•

There is a fundamental urban shift happening around the world.

Technology has advanced rapidly – especially social media
Other countries and cities have emerged as strong business locations
Competition and collaboration between City Regions has intensified
Generation Y or the Millennials demographic group (born around 1980)
are starting to profoundly shape work styles and locations
In Europe many capital cities are coming out of the recession years stronger,
for example London, Paris (Europe’s two global cities), Amsterdam, Berlin and
Moscow and the same is being seen in Dublin.
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There remain downside risks for Ireland. There is still uncertainty in the Eurozone,
European Union and economic growth will at best be fragile.
In this uncertain and increasingly competitive world, this place brand is designed
to help the Cork Region take greater control of its future success.

GOALS OF CORK’S BRAND STRATEGY
This place brand is focused on business growth – more jobs and wealth for Cork and
Ireland. To deliver on this it is envisaged that Cork works in partnership with strengths
in Ireland and the Cork Region such as IDA Ireland, Enterprise Ireland, Fáilte Ireland,
Tourism Ireland, Cork Convention Bureau and Cork Chamber.
The objectives of a clear, strong, collaborative and co-ordinated approach to the
strategic branding and marketing of the Cork Region are to:

SCENE SETTING

•
•
•

Position the Cork Region domestically and crucially internationally

•
•
•
•

Help the Cork Region retain and attract businesses and jobs

Create differentiation for the Cork Region
Help the Cork Region have more conversations and successful dealings with
governments, their agencies, large and small businesses, property investors
and developers in Ireland and internationally
Help grow existing businesses in the Cork Region
Appeal to talented people, Irish and foreign
Growing the visitor economy, especially from overseas, by growing visitor
numbers and revenue from both the business and leisure tourism sectors

•

To leverage proposed investment, by the public and private sector, in planned
infrastructure improvements, property development projects and support existing
business, education, leisure, retail and tourist destinations in the Cork Region.

•

Overall position the Cork Region as a national and European location that is
a truly successful global business location

SECTION 1

ADDING WEIGHT TO IRELAND’S OFFER
Cork is by some way the second largest City Region in terms of population, business
activity and economic value in Ireland. The potential for the country to leverage this
further is significant. The Cork Region provides Ireland with a compelling second tier
European City Region to complement Dublin. This will add more weight to Ireland’s
international offer.
The Cork Region can also help Ireland offer a genuine alternative to Europe’s other
second cities. Cork is aligned with key themes identified by Government to differentiate
Ireland:

•

Talent – a proven track record of attracting domestic and foreign talented people,
especially Generation Y or the Millennial age group

•

Place Making – an action plan to revitalise the City Centre and County towns to
provide the type of environment businesses, visitors and residents are demanding

•

Connected world leading research – a genuine student City Region of over
35,000 students with applied research at UCC, CIT, Tyndall National Institute and
business groups such as IT@Cork and EnergyCork driving collaboration regionally,
nationally and internationally

OUR BRAND STORY INGREDIENTS
SHAPING THE CORK STORY
The fundamental reason for this project is to help the Cork Region elevate itself
nationally and internationally and to take more control over its future prospects.
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This should help grow Ireland’s and Cork’s share of the FDI market and strengthen
domestic businesses.
The Cork Region has a proven track record as a special location where you can enjoy
business, career and life success plus have a great visit. Cork offers a genuine life
balance ingredient combined with a long and proud tradition of local and global trading
and business success. These stories need to be told.
There is no one element that stands out for Cork. In truth it is a mix of many things that
make this region a special place for business and life.

MANY PEOPLE HAVE SAID MANY SMALL THINGS IN CORK ADD UP TO
SOMETHING MUCH BIGGER.
Cork has a great collection of ingredients that fall within four pillars of the brand
proposition. These are embodied in the overall Cork Region brand proposition.
Individually they help to drive a degree of focus and uniqueness that supports the
elevation of the Cork Region domestically and internationally.
Economic

2.

Quality of Life

3.

Education

4.

Visitor

LAYING SOLID FOUNDATIONS
In summer 2013 Cork City and County Councils came together with other major
stakeholders in the Region to work together to create a compelling place brand
proposition. Five phases of work have been undertaken:
1.

Understanding current strategic messaging of the Cork Region

2.

Cork positioning, who is marketing Cork currently and how Cork performs
in various rankings and indices

3.

Development of a Brand proposition for the Cork Region

4.

Testing the emerging Brand Proposition

5.

Preparing a Brand Book – this is the first version

SECTION 1

1.

SCENE SETTING

The four brand proposition pillars are.

This work is the detailed homework that provides an authentic and strong base
so that Cork can move forward confidently. All in Cork collaborating will help deliver
future success

WHAT THIS PLACE BRAND BOOK IS
This Brand Book helps to bring together, for the first time, in a coherent and coordinated
way the economic development strengths of the Cork Region. It sets out what makes
Cork unique and attractive and how the Cork Region should communicate, promote and
share this story in Ireland and with the world.
This version 1 Brand Book explains what’s in the agreed Brand Proposition for the
strategic economic development of the Cork Region. The audience of this first version
is stakeholders in the Cork Region system – people who will be charged with delivery
of the integrated brand and marketing strategy.
It needs to be recognised that this brand book is not a brand platform. It is an asset for
those involved in promoting Cork to make use of. More work is needed to flow in creative
response in terms of words, imagery and print in an imaginative and effective way. This
will enable Cork stakeholders to communicate the identified set of strong and attractive
messages about the region to a domestic and crucially international audience.
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TERMS EXPLAINED
CORE PROPOSITION
A brand proposition that supports the overall brand proposition.

VALUE PROPOSITION
Each core proposition is made up of a number of key elements deemed of value and
importance to target markets and audiences.

KEY MESSAGES
These are the key points to communicate with each value proposition.

PROOF POINTS
These are the types of statements that are required to validate the value propositions.
These proof points should include accurate and up to date facts, data and information.
They are not part of this document but should be a next step in assembling a “Cork
Observatory”.

TARGET AUDIENCE
The relevant audience for each value proposition.
SCENE SETTING

DELIVERING THE CORK STORY

SECTION 1

WHO SHOULD USE THIS BRAND BOOK?
This Brand Book is a practical guide and resource for stakeholders in the Cork Region
charged with playing a role in delivering the integrated and coherent brand and
marketing strategy for the Cork Region’s economic development.
The Brand Book can be used by local stakeholders’ marketing staff and for briefing
marketing or design agencies to ensure that specific marketing messages and activities
reflect the overall story Cork wants to tell the world.
Using this book and its ideas will add value to stakeholders’ marketing as its guidelines
are based on proven strategic thinking and on extensive research into local and external,
national and international perceptions of Cork.

HOW TO MAKE BEST USE OF THIS BRAND BOOK
Cork has a compelling story to tell. All stakeholders can play a vital role in
communicating what makes Cork so interesting, why it matters, and the experience
it offers people. Cork is a City Region on the cusp of realising significant potential
for growth and economic prosperity.
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•

Cork must pro-actively promote the experience, offer and reputation – place
brand. This covers people, location, history, quality of place, lifestyle, culture,
diversity, plus our fresh and compelling vision for the future

•

When we speak of a place or a destination brand we mean the unique blend
of physical, rational and emotional qualities that constitutes the offer and
experience of the place which sets it apart from others

•

Because so much of a place and destination brand exists in our target audience
customer’s minds, we can’t possibly have full ‘control’ of the brand. However we
can present a consistent picture of the Cork Region, one that will appeal to all
of the positive brand attributes or values in the customer’s mind

•

Over time, and via communicating this consistently with our target markets, we
can increase positive perceptions, reposition the brand in customer minds, and
increase awareness and understanding of what Cork offers… ultimately making
Cork appeal to more people from more market segments as a place to live, visit
and invest

•

All stakeholders are promoters of the Cork Region brand, transmitting an agreed
picture of Cork every time we communicate about it, whether it be in advertising,
brochures, online and in person

•

Every customer “touch-point” is an opportunity to convey the positive attributes
of the Cork brand. Being able to capture and convey the essence of the brand
is especially important where time or space is limited; on a small advert or 30
second TV ad for example

COMMUNICATING THE BRAND TONE OF VOICE
Research informs us that people who come to Cork love the friendly, welcoming, straight
talking approach with a proud independent mind that comes naturally to Cork people.
These characteristics are something we can capitalise upon and we should communicate
with people in writing as if we are talking to them face to face. This makes
communication natural and demonstrates Cork’s warm personality.

•

The images we choose should always have a central point of focus, be relevant,
aspirational and show a scenario that is attainable, i.e. we want the viewer/reader
to believe that they could be here

•

Photography choices should always be a reflection of our brand values, they
should express one or several of these values – e.g. the welcome we give to
people coming to work here

•

When choosing imagery of people you should try to capture their emotions,
this helps the image to tell a story more quickly and allows us to recognise the
experience they are having in Cork

•

Avoid using people in imagery that looks staged or posed, people should be
captured as naturally as possible, e.g. on the streets of Cork’s towns and villages,
at events, in the workplace. And avoid using stock images

•

Cork should choose ‘detail’ imagery wherever possible. This gives a greater
sense of personalisation to Cork, i.e. a restaurant using local produce, a local
festival, etc.

SECTION 1

Photography is the most immediate tool we can use to capture the Cork brand essence
in our communications.

SCENE SETTING

CORRECT USE AND STYLE OF IMAGERY

DELIVERY AND MANAGEMENT – CORK INC
Ireland has very strong national agencies such as IDA Ireland, Enterprise Ireland and
Fáilte Ireland. However as City Regions increasingly dominate economic growth, Cork
by some way the second city of the Irish State, needs to be more proactive in its
coordinated product development, strategic branding and marketing.
No regional brand and marketing strategy succeeds without the active involvement
of key stakeholders who are prepared to invest to realise the brand proposition and
to market it effectively. Cork INC is the proposed organisation to lead the strategic
branding and marketing for the economic development of the Cork Region.
Cork INC will ensure Cork keeps its promises and delivers authentic benefits that are
relevant to Cork’s customers and partners.
The aim is for Cork INC to help the Cork Region to move forward with confidence on
the strategic issues and projects associated with the Region’s economic development.
To do so it will reflect a Cork response that enables it to work effectively with partners
and strengths in Ireland such as IDA Ireland, Enterprise Ireland and Fáilte Ireland,
plus local authorities, politicians and other organisations in the Region.
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2. THE CORK
PROMISE

THE CORK PROMISE
SECTION 2

THE RIGHT MIX FOR
YOUR SUCCESS
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OUR BRAND PROPOSITION

THE RIGHT MIX FOR YOUR SUCCESS
This is not a brand name nor is it a tag line.
It’s a core belief that subsequent marketing and promotion of the brand offer needs
to put over to target audiences.
It’s a belief that is shared by a significant majority of the people who responded to
the recent testing of the brand proposition. It is a belief to be adopted by all in Cork
by renewed collaborative thinking and actions - “Team Cork”.

Economically there is plenty that the region has to offer, which has been proven
by the clusters of successful global companies including some that have been in
Cork for a long time. Because of the convenient scale it works in a very efficient
way for large and small business. There is a lot of energy in the city and a spirit
and history of entrepreneurship and trade

•

Education plays a key role not only providing a highly skilled workforce but also
contributing to a youthful, energetic and vibrant spirit in Cork City that is distilled
throughout the region. Cork City is a genuine student city of international scale

•

A big differentiator in Cork is the Quality of Life that is enjoyed here. It is a place
that the locals don’t want to leave and that workers from abroad want to make
their home. Quality of life comes from an easier pace of life, less commuting, lower
cost of living, genuine friendliness, an abundance of activities, a proud sense of
history, having most of what you need on your doorstep and still managing to
achieve career and business success

•

Cork is also a beautiful place with an abundance of natural attractions both in
the city and in the county, surrounded by a coastal playground, which is a big
attraction to national and international visitors. This experience provides
a compelling mix for leisure visitors

SECTION 2

•

THE CORK PROMISE

ABOUT THE OVERALL PROPOSITION

The brand proposition must cement the idea that you can be successful in Cork (business
and career success) and at the same time you can enjoy personal/quality of life success.

SUPPORTING THE NATIONAL AGENDA?
Nationally the following phrase has been used in recent times: “Ireland the best small
country in the world for business”.
This is perhaps the brand essence for Ireland’s economic development strategy.
We believe it is a simple, credible and compelling idea that all nationally would want
to support as part of the economic development, business growth and jobs strategy
for Ireland. Nationally there are many value propositions, key messages and proof
points that would support this. Just like Cork’s “the right mix for your success”, it is
not a tag line to be used all the time. It is a driving idea that all nationally should aim
to continuously deliver on. We believe in various situations Cork should consider
aligning with this national driving idea. As the second city of the State and after Dublin,
Ireland’s only City Region of credible European scale, the Cork Region really can add
more weight to the Irish offer.

“Cork the right mix for your success…
in Ireland, the best small country in the world for businesses”
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FOUR BRAND PROPOSITION PILLARS
There are four brand proposition pillars that support the overall brand proposition.

1. ECONOMIC
A tradition of agile, energetic and entrepreneurial local and global business success.
This is the core proposition.

2. QUALITY OF LIFE
Big on life.
This is the core supporting proposition.
THE INTRODUCTION
CORK PROMISE

A significant majority of those who responded to the recent testing of the brand
descriptor ranked Economic and Quality of Life propositions most highly. Quality
of Life was ranked highest.

3. EDUCATION

SECTION 2

A tradition of independent learning, great ideas, contemporary innovation
and collaboration.
This is a supporting proposition.

4. VISITOR
This is to be confirmed with supporting work co-ordinated by Fáilte Ireland.
This is a supporting proposition.

PROOF POINTS
NOTE:
Proof points will often
require accurate and
up to date facts,
which are not included
in this document

We have identified a large number of what we term “proof points” for our four brand
propositions. This is evidence that the propositions are honest and accurate and
worthy of serious consideration. These are identified for each of the value propositions.
It’s clear from our identification of these proofs points that Cork is well positioned for
the future. Our research supports the assertion that for residents and business owners,
Cork has many desirable assets, resources and qualities that need to be captured and
marketed coherently.
And Cork’s quality of life is an important driver of choice for residents and businesses.
In fact, 70%+ of respondents tested rate the area highly for its quality of life
opportunities – environment, outdoor activities, work-life balance, culture, growing
cosmopolitan nature and very strong sense of community.
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CORK’S BRAND PYRAMID
This sets out the principal elements of the Brand Proposition and the elements that
inform and unite each of them in turn.
For example, the attributes of the brand (what it is good at) and the values of the brand
(the beliefs that inform how it behaves). Following the diagram we explain what each of
the words stands for.
Figure 1: CORK REGION BRAND PYRAMID

BRAND PERSONALITY

EMOTIONAL BENEFITS

PRACTICAL BENEFITS

ATTRIBUTES

LOCAL AND GLOBAL
WELCOMING • EASY • INNOVATION
CONNECTIVITY • NETWORKING
COLLABORATION • SPIRIT • CONSERVING

EASY • AGILE • ENTREPRENEURIAL
ENERGETIC • OUTGOING • HELPFUL • CULTURED
COSMOPOLITAN • PROUD • COLOURFUL

(WELL) BALANCED • WELCOMED
CONNECTED • SUPPORTIVE • CAN DO
HEALTHY • INTIMATE • SECURE

BUSINESS, JOBS & TALENTED PEOPLE • QUALITY OF LIFE
VALUE FOR MONEY • LOCAL & GLOBAL REACH • EASY & ACCESSIBLE
NAVIGABLE NETWORKS • COLLABORATION • INFRASTRUCTURE
EDUCATION, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

THE CORK PROMISE

BRAND VALUES

CORK THE RIGHT MIX
FOR YOUR SUCCESS

SECTION 2

BRAND ESSENCE

LOCAL & GLOBAL COMPANIES • INDEPENDENT BUSINESSES
TALENTED PEOPLE • ENVIRONMENT • LIFESTYLE • BUSINESS SUPPORT
NETWORKS • PARTNERSHIPS • INNOVATION • RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT • TRADING

Source: Colliers International Destination Consulting, Place Matters, Fuzion PR Marketing Design

BRAND ESSENCE

THE RIGHT MIX FOR YOUR SUCCESS
By this we mean that Cork has a wide menu of offers, services and experiences that
can be drawn on by individuals, start-up and established businesses. This will help
people and business make a success of their lives and ventures.
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BRAND VALUES
These are the values that the brand lives by, the values that characterise the way
it behaves.
Local and Global. Cork values and delivers local and global business success.
Welcoming. Cork people and organisations give new arrivals and visitors a
strong welcome.
Easy. Cork makes it easy for you to succeed. It is an easy place to deal with, an easy
place to get your head around in terms of its size & its offer; an easy place to do business.
Innovation. Cork supports and practices innovation.
Connectivity. Cork connects people, is well connected in the region, nationally and
locally and has significant global reach.
Networking. Cork has strong networks in business that work at local, regional and
international scales.
Collaboration. Cork supports and values partnering between businesses and
organisations.
Spirit. Cork has an energy and vibrancy established over many years that has created
a unique Cork spirit – an independent spirit of mind.
THE CORK PROMISE

Conserving. Cork values its heritage, its culture, its environment and the quality of
life to be had in the region.

BRAND PERSONALITY
Easy. Cork is easy to get on with.
Agile. Cork is quick to spot and realise opportunities.

SECTION 2

Entrepreneurial. Cork has a tradition of risk taking, creating new initiatives, seeking
out and mobilizing its resources for new business growth.
Energetic. Cork is very active in developing business.
Outgoing. Cork seeks out new contacts, new friends, likes to meet people, gets out
and about to promote its offer, Cork gets on with people.
Helpful. Cork helps people and business.
Cultured. Cork is a place that values its heritage across many different areas whether
music, writing, politics, sport and the arts.
Cosmopolitan. Over the centuries Cork has imported and exported people, products
and ideas from all over the globe. This fusion continues to this day and helps to explain
the special Cork spirit.
Proud. Cork is a very proud region with a special independent spirit.
Colourful. The spirit of the people and vibrancy of urban, rural, coastal and the
waterways of Cork.

EMOTIONAL BENEFITS
(Well) Balanced. Cork offers an excellent balanced lifestyle.
Welcomed. Cork makes you feel welcome; people and business are glad to see you.
Connected. Cork makes you feel connected to what’s going on in the region.
Given its global heritage and contemporary business links you still feel connected to
something much bigger – the wider global economy.
Supportive. You feel supported when you come to work in Cork or to set up a
new business.
Can do. Cork has a mercantile heritage; this entrepreneurial streak continues to this
day, people and businesses like to make things happen.
Healthy. The balanced lifestyle helps you feel healthy in Cork with its great active
living offer.
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Intimate. Cork is easy to understand, easy to access, easy to use; it’s a comfortable
place to live, work and visit.
Secure. People and business feel safe and secure in Cork.

PRACTICAL BENEFITS
Businesses, Jobs & Talented people. There are employment opportunities in Cork
with both local and international businesses active in future growth business sectors.
Cork gives you access to a pool of talented, skilled and knowledgeable people from
Ireland and around the world.
Quality of Life. You can do more in Cork.
Value for money. As a business location Cork is good value for money in terms of the
costs of doing business and the costs of living.
Local & Global reach. Cork blends the best of local with genuine and authentic reach
into the Global economy. It’s a globally networked place.
Easy and accessible. Cork is easy to get to and is of a scale that lets you easily
comprehend its size and its offer.
Navigable. Cork is easy to get around and easy to comprehend spatially.

Infrastructure. Cork has the infrastructure that business requires to operate
effectively and successfully, it is planning more infrastructure and can accommodate
much more growth.
Education, Research and Development. Cork has significant primary, secondary, tertiary,
lifelong learning and R&D capabilities that people and business can benefit from.

ATTRIBUTES
Local & Global Companies. Cork has the foreign direct investment of a small country
and is well endowed with locally operating globally represented companies.

SECTION 2

Collaboration. Cork is collaborative; people do come together to help each other
and to explore new ideas and possibilities.

THE CORK PROMISE

Networks. Cork has many established business and social networks that newcomers
can easily tap into and make use of.

Independent Businesses. Balancing the global businesses Cork has a thriving
independent sector, especially active in the agriculture & food and retail sectors.
Talented people. Cork has a deserved reputation for developing talented Irish people
plus also attracting and retaining talented people from around the world.
Environment. Cork, for a relatively small city region, has a great blend of impressive
townscapes (City and county towns/villages), landscapes, seascapes and waterscapes.
Lifestyle. The range of leisure, recreation, sporting and cultural activities is much larger
than might be expected for a relatively small City Region.
Business Support. Cork has a number of effective business support programs with
good rates of business formation and survival.
Networks. Cork has a number of specialist sector groups through which businesses
collaborate and explore joint ventures.
Partnerships. Cork generates new partnerships in many sectors as local businesses
explore collaborative opportunities.
Innovation. Cork businesses have a tradition of commitment to innovation and quality
in service delivery and product development.
Research and development. Cork has a number of R&D institutions with a world class
reputation and global contacts and connections.
Trading. Cork has a long and successful history as a major global trading location which
gives the region an international perspective.
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CORK MESSAGES THAT MATTER
The key messages that Cork will need to get across in promoting the Region as a
location for economic development and business growth are:

Key Messages

1
THE CORK PROMISE
SECTION 2
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Accessible & Connected.
Cork has long established regional, national and global connections and
accessibility. Cork has great national road and rail links, superb port facilities,
great European air connectivity (London, Amsterdam & Paris hubs) and high
quality broadband that continues to be improved.

2

Growth Sectors.
Cork has a heritage established over hundreds of years of local and global trade
and business growth. National and global businesses in the Cork Region are in the
global future growth sectors of technology, agribusiness & food, bio-pharma and
life sciences, energy, plus tourism and business services.

3

Champion Companies.
The Cork Region is a proven location for national and global businesses. With
a critical mass of domestic and international businesses in global future growth
sectors there are quality job opportunities for domestic and international workers.

4

Talent.
Cork has world class higher education institutions and R&D excellence that
alongside people from overseas provides a large pool of talented employees. This
is by a long way the second largest in the State and starts at a regional population
of half a million people rising to 1.8 million people in the wider catchment.

5

Value Balance.
Cork is a high quality value for money location for businesses and people.

6

Quality of Life Balance.
Cork people are friendly, welcoming, spirited, helpful and outgoing. People have
been coming to Cork to trade and live from many other countries around the world
for centuries, this trend continues in contemporary Cork. This gives Cork a surprising
cosmopolitan atmosphere. Cork has some of the most dramatic and high quality
natural landscapes in Ireland, a special city centre and enchanting market towns
generating lots to do whether urban or rural. For a relatively small City Region in
international terms Cork has a big cultural, leisure, recreation and sporting offer.
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Business Support & Collaboration.
Cork has great business support networks that work collaboratively, whilst access
to the senior regional and national decision makers is easy. Cork is also progressing
the property products to accommodate modern business and provide the
supporting infrastructure and services business, residents and visitors need.

THE CORK PROMISE
SECTION 2

CORK HAS A
COMPELLING
STORY TO TELL
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3. ECONOMIC

ECONOMIC
SECTION 3
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A TRADITION OF
AGILE, ENERGETIC AND
ENTREPRENEURIAL
LOCAL AND GLOBAL
BUSINESS SUCCESS

PROPOSITION ESSENCE

A TRADITION OF AGILE, ENERGETIC
AND ENTREPRENEURIAL LOCAL
AND GLOBAL BUSINESS SUCCESS.

ECONOMIC

This core brand proposition is made up of a number of individual value propositions
which are listed below. For each we identify a number of proof points and list key
messages for target market audiences.
The aim here is to ensure we have the value propositions that are most important to
business location influencers and decisions makers.

SECTION 3

VALUE PROPOSITIONS
GLOBAL BUSINESSES
We are a very attractive location for global business – we have the Foreign Direct
Investment of a small country with clusters of successful and growing multinational
companies trading across the globe from the Cork Region.

KEY MESSAGES
COME AND KEEP THE COMPANY OF SOME OF THE WORLD’S AND
IRELAND’S LEADING GLOBAL COMPANIES ALREADY OPERATING
SUCCESSFULLY IN THE CORK REGION
THROUGH OUR GLOBAL BUSINESSES WE ARE WELL-CONNECTED
TO NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL MARKETS AROUND THE WORLD
WE HAVE LAND AND BUILDINGS FOR POTENTIAL OCCUPATION IN
EASILY ACCESSIBLE LOCATIONS

TARGET
AUDIENCES
Potential inward
investors
internationally
Existing multinationals
in the rest of Ireland
Developers of
commercial real estate
Publishers of
comparison city
and region rankings
Global location/city
ranking agencies and
publications
International sector
conferences
IDA Ireland &
Enterprise Ireland

PROOF POINTS
•

Number of leading global and Irish businesses (Fortune 500, Forbes, etc.)

•

The number of these companies and their reach in terms of the markets that
they supply or trade with

•

The scale of the jobs currently provided by these companies

•

The global growth sectors these companies are in

•

The fact that many have been established here for a long time
21

•

The fact that many have expanded significantly since first locating here

•

Endorsement statements from established local and international businesses

TALENTED PEOPLE
TARGET
AUDIENCES
Existing businesses in
the Cork Region
Business elsewhere in
Ireland
Target sector
businesses
internationally
Young people entering
further and higher
education
International sector
conferences

Cork is a place with a well-educated, skilled and productive population from Ireland and
overseas. Many have the “future business” skills that growing companies are looking for.

KEY MESSAGES
OUR GRADUATES ARE HIGHLY EMPLOYABLE
THEY HAVE “FUTURE BUSINESS” JOB AND LIFE SKILLS
OUR MANAGERS ARE MULTI-SKILLED AND MULTI-SECTOR EXPERIENCED
OUR PEOPLE CAN NAVIGATE INTERNATIONAL BUSINESSES AND
THEIR NETWORKS
PROOF POINTS

ECONOMIC
SECTION 3

•

Jobs in global and domestic businesses by type

•

Graduate numbers by key sector disciplines

•

Graduate numbers getting jobs with local companies

•

Statements by local employers about the quality of local graduates and workers

•

Productivity rates

•

Endorsement statements from established local and international businesses

ACCESSIBLE
TARGET
AUDIENCES
Potential international
inward investors
Existing multinationals
in the Cork Region and
rest of Ireland
Business elsewhere
in Ireland
Potential employees
in the rest of Ireland
and overseas
Potential
entrepreneurs
(looking to start new
businesses) in the
rest of Ireland and
internationally
Global location/city
ranking agencies and
publications

We are an easily accessible business location for globally operating companies.
We are directly connected to the core UK and Continental European City Regions.
We are only two flights from the major North American, Middle Eastern and Asia Pacific
business hubs.

KEY MESSAGES
WE ARE A WELL-CONNECTED BUSINESS LOCATION
WE HAVE LAND AND BUILDINGS IN EASILY ACCESSIBLE LOCATIONS
THE “REACH” OF THE SERVICES FROM CORK AIRPORT IS SUBSTANTIAL
IN WESTERN EUROPE
WE ARE PLUGGED INTO EUROPEAN HUB AIRPORTS SUCH AS
LONDON (HEATHROW AND GATWICK), AMSTERDAM (SCHIPHOL),
PARIS (CHARLES DE GAULLE) AND MANCHESTER
A JOURNEY TIME OF 2.5 HOURS TO DUBLIN BY ROAD AND RAIL
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PROOF POINTS
•

The destinations, including Europe’s hub airports, accessed through Cork Airport

•

The time it takes to get to major business hubs like London, Paris, Amsterdam,
Frankfurt, Berlin, Madrid, etc.

•

The expanded motorway connections to the rest of Ireland

•

The rail services to Dublin

•

The services offered by the Port of Cork

•

Endorsement statements from established local and international businesses

THE MIX

LOOK AT THE INTERNATIONAL COMPANY YOU CAN KEEP HERE
IN CORK
LOOK AT THE QUALITY OF FACILITIES WE HAVE ALREADY CREATED
WE CAN TAILOR THE DESIGN OF FACILITIES TO MEET YOUR NEEDS
LOOK AT THE QUALITY OF LIFE YOU CAN HAVE HERE
LOOK AT THE QUALITY OF THE ENVIRONMENT YOU CAN LIVE
AND WORK IN
WHAT A GREAT PLACE TO LOCATE IN AND BRING UP YOUR FAMILY
READ WHAT ESTABLISHED BUSINESSES HAVE TO SAY

Cork region, Ireland
and European growth
sector businesses:
Bio-Pharma &
Lifesciences
Medical Technologies
Agribusiness & Food
Food Sciences
Technology
Energy
Business and Financial
Services
Tourism
Global location/city
ranking agencies and
publications

ECONOMIC

KEY MESSAGES

TARGET
AUDIENCES

SECTION 3

We have the right mix or collection of resources and assets to help grow your business
in a sought after global business location where others are prospering.

PROOF POINTS
•

Scale of land and buildings available for development

•

Scale and nature of buildings available for occupation

•

Supportive public sector development planning system

•

Highly talented workforce with “future skills”

•

Support services from local companies who meet the needs of multinationals

•

Quality of life

•

Value for money location

•

Endorsement statements from established local and international businesses
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WELCOMING & COLLABORATIVE
TARGET
AUDIENCES
Potential inward
investors from target
markets
Entrepreneurs looking
for a supportive
location to set up a
new business
Local people wanting
to set up a new
business
People from outside
Ireland looking to
relocate for improved
employment
prospects with “future
businesses”
Global location/city
ranking agencies and
publications

We are welcoming collaborative people, businesses & organisations who will make
you feel at home and part of our community, so much so that you will want to stay
for a long time.

KEY MESSAGES
WE WELCOME AND SUPPORT ENTREPRENEURS
WE HAVE ORGANISATIONS DEDICATED TO SECURING SUCCESSFUL
BUSINESSES FROM START-UPS
YOU CAN TRADE WITH AND SUPPLY SERVICES TO MANY OF THE
WORLD’S LEADING COMPANIES ALREADY OPERATING HERE
OUR ACADEMIC INSTITUTIONS AND R&D GROUPS ARE HELPING
TO LEAD COLLABORATION AND INNOVATION
PROOF POINTS

ECONOMIC

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cork Chamber
Energy Cork
iMERC
Local Enterprise Offices
Tyndall National Institute
UCC and CIT
Endorsement statements from established local and international businesses

SECTION 3

CRITICAL MASS OF JOB OPPORTUNITIES
TARGET
AUDIENCES
Skilled people living in
the region we
want to retain
Skilled people living in
the rest of Ireland
Skilled people living
overseas –
particularly those
with skills in demand
in growth and future
economy businesses
Investors and
developers in property
(residential) and
business support
projects

We have lots of employment opportunities in global “future business” sectors at
established world class companies who have operated here successfully for many years.

KEY MESSAGES
CORK HAS A RANGE OF INTERESTING, WELL-PAID JOBS IN GLOBAL
GROWTH SECTORS THAT WILL ENABLE YOU TO FIND A FULFILLING
CAREER
CORK IS A GREAT PLACE TO LIVE AND WORK WITH A GOOD QUALITY
OF LIFE WHERE YOU CAN BRING UP A FAMILY AND DEVELOP STRONG
FRIENDSHIPS IN A VERY WELCOMING COMMUNITY
CORK EMPLOYERS AND CORK PEOPLE ARE VERY WELCOMING AND
MAKE NEWCOMERS FEEL AT EASE AND PART OF THE FAMILY
PROOF POINTS
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•
•
•
•
•

The types of company offering jobs

•

Endorsement statements from senior managers of companies looking for
talented people

Current scale and nature of jobs on offer
Ability to move from company to company in Cork for career progression
Skills required by major and growing businesses
Endorsement statements from people from other countries who have
moved to Cork to work, to be trained or educated

HERITAGE OF TRADING, INNOVATION AND BUSINESS
We have a heritage of local and global trading and are used to dealing with
businesses from around the world.

		
KEY MESSAGES

TARGET
AUDIENCES
Potential inward
investors from
target markets

WE HAVE BEEN INVOLVED IN INTERNATIONAL TRADE FOR A
LONG TIME

Potential
entrepreneurs looking
for a supportive
location to
commence trading

WE UNDERSTAND AND SUPPORT LOCAL BUSINESS WHO
OPERATE GLOBALLY

Investors and
developers of property

WE ARE A COMMUNITY THAT REACHES OUT TO THE WIDER WORLD

Global location/city
ranking agencies and
publications

PROOF POINTS
The historic trading connections of the Cork Region
Irish and global businesses started in the Cork Region
Research & innovation, e.g. George Boole (See page 27)
Global companies who located here in the past – e.g. Ford and Dunlop
Major global business sectors operating in Cork
ECONOMIC

Local professional services that support global trade

VALUE FOR MONEY
We are a place with lower costs of doing business where your business can operate
more effectively and successfully.

KEY MESSAGES
THE COSTS OF OPERATING HERE ARE CHEAPER THAN OTHER
LOCATIONS INCLUDING DUBLIN
WE HAVE HIGH QUALITY BUSINESS SUPPORT SERVICES AT
REASONABLE (VALUE FOR MONEY) COST LEVELS

TARGET
AUDIENCES
Potential international
inward investors

SECTION 3

•
•
•
•
•
•

Existing multinationals
in the rest of Ireland
Business elsewhere in
Ireland
Target sector
businesses
internationally
Existing local
businesses

PROOF POINTS
•
•

Average rents for different types of commercial property

•
•

Costs of utilities – heat/light/power/telecommunications

•

Endorsement statements from established business people

Global location/city
ranking agencies and
publications

Comparison with Dublin and Belfast rental levels and other UK
and continental Europe locations
Average wage levels for a range of occupations in comparison to
Dublin, Belfast and other UK and continental European locations
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BUSINESS SERVICES
TARGET
AUDIENCES
Potential international
inward investors
Existing multinationals
in the rest of Ireland
Business elsewhere in
Ireland
Target sector
businesses
internationally
Existing local
businesses with
growth potential

We have strong business services, innovative and connected networks.

KEY MESSAGES
WE HAVE STRONG BUSINESS SERVICES NETWORKS/ORGANISATIONS
WE ACTIVELY SUPPORT NEW BUSINESS VENTURES AND INWARD
INVESTING COMPANIES
PROOF POINTS
•

Cork Chamber

•

Rubicon

•

Ignite Programme

•

Energy Cork

•

Tyndall National Institute

•

iMERC

•

IT@Cork and support programmes

•

Local Enterprise Offices

•

Availability of “Social Capital”

ECONOMIC

A YOUNG, AGILE, CLEVER & INNOVATIVE ENTREPRENEURIAL CULTURE

SECTION 3

TARGET
AUDIENCES
Potential inward
investors in target
markets
Graduating students
thinking of setting up
their own businesses
Global location/city
ranking agencies and
publications

We are keen to make things happen, to trade in a contemporary version of Cork’s
17th and 18th century Merchant Princes.

KEY MESSAGES
WE VALUE, WELCOME AND SUPPORT ENTREPRENEURS OF ALL SHAPES
AND SIZES
WE HAVE BEEN GROWING LOCAL START-UPS INTO SUCCESSFUL LOCAL,
NATIONAL AND GLOBAL BUSINESSES FOR OVER A HUNDRED YEARS
WE HAVE SUPPORT ORGANISATIONS THAT OFFER YOU PRACTICAL
ADVICE AND CAN HELP YOU RAISE FINANCE
OUR EXISTING YOUNG AND RECENTLY ESTABLISHED ENTREPRENEURS
AND THEIR NETWORKS ARE HERE TO HELP YOU
PROOF POINTS
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•

Rate of new business start-ups

•

New business survival rates

•

Scale and numbers of new businesses in new growth and future business sectors

•

Local Enterprise Office “graduates”

•

Creative business in all sectors

•

Endorsement statements from people in businesses known for their creativity

BOOLE MERGED LOGIC AND ALGEBRA INTO
SYMBOLIC ALGEBRA THAT WE NOW CALL
BOOLEAN ALGEBRA.

SECTION 3

HIS MASTERPIECE, “LAWS OF THOUGHT”, WAS
PUBLISHED IN 1854, WRITTEN AT 5, GRENVILLE
PLACE – WITHIN SIGHT OF THE TYNDALL
NATIONAL INSTITUTE.

ECONOMIC

GEORGE BOOLE WAS APPOINTED THE FIRST
PROFESSOR OF MATHEMATICS AT QUEEN’S
COLLEGE CORK (NOW UCC) IN 1849.

BOOLE’S WORK PROVIDES THE MATHEMATICAL
AND LOGICAL UNDERPINNING OF COMPUTERS.
THE RESULTING GLOBAL ICT BUSINESS AMOUNTS
TO $4 TRILLION BY SOME ESTIMATES.
BOOLE IS THE MOST SIGNIFICANT SCIENTIST
TO HAVE LIVED AND WORKED IN IRELAND.
THE SPIRIT OF INNOVATION AND INDEPENDENT
THINKING STILL DRIVES OUR INDUSTRY, ECONOMY
AND EDUCATIONAL PROPOSITION.
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4. QUALITY
OF LIFE
QUALITY OF LIFE
SECTION 54
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BIG ON LIFE!

PROPOSITION ESSENCE

“BIG ON LIFE”
This proposition is made up of a number of individual value propositions, which are listed
below. For each we identify a number of proof points and list key messages for target
market audiences.

VALUE PROPOSITIONS
Cork is an easy place to live, work and visit

KEY MESSAGES
LARGE NUMBERS OF PEOPLE WHO COME WITH THE INTENTION
OF WORKING HERE FOR A FEW YEARS STAY INDEFINITELY
CORK IS A PLACE THAT PUTS YOU AT EASE
CORK PEOPLE PUT YOU AT EASE
THE QUALITY OF OUR ENVIRONMENT IS A KEY FACTOR IN
BUSINESSES INVESTMENT DECISIONS

TARGET
AUDIENCES

SECTION 4

QUALITY OF LIFE

The aim here is to ensure we have the value propositions that are most important to
business location influencers and decisions makers.

Migrant workers
Entrepreneurs
Inward investor
companies,
managements and
staff
Business visitors
Students and
researchers
City/region indexes

CORK IS EASY TO GET YOUR HEAD AROUND – EVERYTHING
YOU WANT IS WITHIN EASY REACH

PROOF POINTS
•

Large numbers of people who come with the intention of working here for a
few years stay on for the rest of their lives

•

Extent of foreign migrant communities thriving in Cork

•

Testimony of tourists who visit Cork

•

Consistently supported by majority of respondents to brand testing

•

Cork is scalable – easy to get your head around
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NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
TARGET
AUDIENCES
Existing residents
and workers who we
want to retain in Cork

Cork is a place of pristine and dramatic natural landscapes and seascapes.

KEY MESSAGES

Potential
entrepreneurs
looking for a great
place to start a new
business

THE BIG OUTDOORS OF CORK IS ALWAYS JUST A SHORT
JOURNEY AWAY FROM YOUR HOME AND PLACE OF WORK

Managers and staff
of inward investing
companies

YOU CAN LEAD A FULL AND HEALTHY LIFE HERE

Business and
recreational visitors

YOU CAN MEET ON A MOUNTAIN TOP AFTER WORK, SAIL
AROUND A HARBOUR, ALONG THE ATLANTIC COAST OR
VISIT AN ISLAND BY BOAT
OUR MANY SMALL ATTRACTIONS ADD UP TO A BIG OFFER
WE CONSERVE AND PROTECT OUR NATURAL ASSETS FOR THE BENEFIT
OF FUTURE GENERATIONS

QUALITY OF LIFE
SECTION 54
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WE HAVE SO MUCH FOR YOU TO EXPLORE THAT YOU MAY,
AS WELL STAY ON HERE TO DO SO
CORK IS A PLACE THAT CAPTURES YOUR HEART AND SOUL THROUGH
ITS SPIRIT
PROOF POINTS
•

A unique City Centre

•

Harbours, bays, rivers, coastline

•

The extensive active outdoors offer – mountain biking, pony-trekking, nature
trails, surfing, diving, boating, yachting

•

Great coastal towns with great beaches

•

County towns with extensive heritage

•

Built heritage – castles and country houses

OUTDOOR
Cork has an extensive outdoor activity offer on land and water.

KEY MESSAGES
THIS IS A GREAT PLACE TO LIVE, WORK AND PLAY – TO SET UP YOUR
BUSINESS OR TO LOCATE YOUR FACTORY
OUR “AFTER WORK” OFFER IS EXTENSIVE, NATURAL AND LIFE AFFIRMING
YOU CAN LEAD A FULL AND HEALTHY LIFE IN CORK
THIS IS A GREAT PLACE TO BRING UP A FAMILY
THIS IS A GREAT PLACE TO MEET PEOPLE AND MAKE FRIENDS FOR LIFE

TARGET
AUDIENCES
Existing Cork
residents and
workers
Entrepreneurs
looking for a place
with a great quality
of life in which to
establish a new
business
Inward investors
management and
staff
Students considering
Cork as a place to
learn
Business and tourist
visitors
City/region rankings
organisations

CORK IS BIG ON OUTDOORS, IT IS A BIG “PLAYGROUND”

PROOF POINTS
There are world class outdoor experiences across the Cork Region
•

Sailing and boating across the Cork Region

•

Mountain and hill walking

•

Sea Cliff walks

•

Inland Lakes and walks

•

Wildlife

•

Bike trails

•

Horse and pony trails

•

Golf

•

Sea sports and sea fishing

•

Sea side beaches

•

Cork is on the Wild Atlantic Way, the world’s dedicated touring route

•

Coastal villages and ports

•

Inland villages and towns

•

Formal parks in Cork City and Country towns

SECTION 4

OUR OUTDOORS MAKES YOU FEEL ALIVE

QUALITY OF LIFE

OUR OUTDOORS IS ON YOUR DOORSTEP WHEREVER YOU ARE IN CORK
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RICH AND VIBRANT CULTURE
TARGET
AUDIENCES
Existing Cork
residents and
workers
Entrepreneurs
looking for a place
with a great quality
of life in which to
establish
Inward investors
management and
staff
Students considering
Cork as a place to
learn
Business and tourist
visitors
City/region rankings
organisations

Cork is a great place to relax and be entertained – it’s culturally rich and vibrant.

KEY MESSAGES
CORK IS A GREAT PLACE TO MOVE TO FOR WORK AND TO LIVE WITH
THE BONUS OF A VIBRANT AND VARIED CULTURAL OFFER
CORK OFFERS YOU INSIGHTS INTO TRADITIONAL CORK CULTURE
AND SAMPLES OF ARTS FROM AROUND THE WORLD
CORK IS A RELAXING AND ENTERTAINING PLACE TO ESCAPE FROM
THE PRESSURES OF A HECTIC WORKING LIFE – AND IT’S JUST
NEARBY YOUR PLACE OF WORK
CORK HAS A BUZZ ABOUT THE PLACE
CORK IS IRELAND’S FOOD CAPITAL, THE QUALITY OF PRODUCE IS
WORLD CLASS

QUALITY OF LIFE

PROOF POINTS

•

The National Sculpture Factory

•

Cork Arts Theatre

SECTION 5

•

Cork Arts Society Gallery

•

Crawford Municipal Art Gallery

•

Everyman Theatre

•

Cork Opera House

•

Art Photography Workshop at West Cork Arts Centre

•

Sirius Centre

•

Mayfield Arts Centre

•

Creative Life Arc

•

The Creative Cork Walking Tour

•

Eyeries Village Arts, Beara Peninsula

•

Creative Arts Courses at University College Cork

•

Cork School of Music

•

The literature, music, drama and dance festivals

•

Lee Sessions

•

The Marquee Season

•

The informal entertainment on the streets and in the pubs of
Cork towns and villages

•

The extensive food and drink offer in villages and towns like Kinsale,
Clonakilty, Skibbereen, Youghal; Midleton, Glanmire and Ballymaloe.

•

The English Market, rated as one of Europe’s premier covered markets
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Cork has a thriving arts & cultural scene including:

EASY
Cork is big on easy – easy to find, to access, to get around, easy to stay.

TARGET
AUDIENCES

KEY MESSAGE

Potential
entrepreneurs

CORK IS EASY – EASY TO FIND, EASY TO ACCESS, EASY TO NAVIGATE,
EASY TO UNDERSTAND AND EASY TO ENJOY
CORK IS EASY TO GET TO KNOW – ITS PEOPLE, ITS OFFER AND
ITS EXPERIENCES
YOU WON’T MISS YOUR PREVIOUS COMMUTES TO WORK –
WE’RE SHORT ON COMMUTING

Potential inward
investors
Migrant workers
Students and
learners
Business and tourist
visitors
City/region rankings
agencies

Cork is easily accessible from North America, the UK and mainland Europe
through flight, road and rail connections

•

Cork is easy to navigate – its extensive offer is within two hours of Cork city
or less

•

Cork city is easy to navigate and easy to understand spatially

•

Small and very convenient airport

COSMOPOLITAN & VIBRANT
Cork has a vibrant metropolitan heart and a cosmopolitan character across the region

KEY MESSAGES

TARGET
AUDIENCES

WE OFFER BIG METRO-CITY FACILITIES AND SERVICES IN AN
ACCESSIBLE AND EASY TO NAVIGATE CITY CENTRE

Existing workers and
residents

WE ARE HOME TO MANY MIGRANT COMMUNITIES FROM AROUND
THE WORLD WHO HAVE ENRICHED OUR QUALITY OF LIFE

Potential inward
investors

WE ARE BIG ON DIVERSITY – OF CULTURE, OF PEOPLE AND OF
OPPORTUNITIES
CORK PEOPLE GIVE OTHERS WHO COME HERE TO WORK, STUDY,
LIVE OR VISIT A WARM AND HEARTFELT WELCOME – WE ARE BIG
ON WELCOMING

SECTION 5

•

QUALITY OF LIFE

PROOF POINTS

Potential
entrepreneurs

Migrant workers
Students and
learners
Business and tourist
visitors
City/region rankings
agencies

PROOF POINTS
•

Menu of big metro-city facilities and services in Cork city centre

•

Cork City centre national and international retail brand offer

•

Cork City centre independent retail offer

•

Migrant worker communities drawn from around the world

•

Examples of how migrant communities enrich the cultural life of Cork –
Festivals, ethnic restaurants and stores

•

Testimonials from people who like and use Cork City centre

•

Cork is the home to various people from abroad, who have an influential
voice in Ireland and internationally for example Lord Puttnam (UK) and
Michael Flatley (USA)
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5. EDUCATION

EDUCATION
SECTION 5
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A TRADITION OF
INDEPENDENT
LEARNING,
GREAT IDEAS,
CONTEMPORARY
INNOVATION AND
COLLABORATION

PROPOSITION ESSENCE

A TRADITION OF INDEPENDENT
LEARNING, GREAT IDEAS,
CONTEMPORARY INNOVATION
AND COLLABORATION
EDUCATION

This proposition is made up of a number of individual value propositions, which are
listed below. For each we identify a number of proof points and list key messages for
target market audiences.

SECTION 5

The aim here is to ensure we have the value propositions that are most important to
students, people developing their professional skills, business location influencers and
decisions makers.

VALUE PROPOSITIONS
CORK EDUCATES
Cork delivers a high quality pool of talented people from its higher education
institutions it also provides lifelong learning and significant R&D facilities.

KEY MESSAGES
A REPUTATION FOR EXCELLENCE IN UNDERGRADUATE AND POST
GRADUATE EDUCATION, TRAINING, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
CORK GRADUATES ARE SEEN AS HIGHLY EMPLOYABLE BY BUSINESS
IN CORK, IRELAND AND IN OTHER COUNTRIES
CORK ACADEMIC INSTITUTIONS COLLABORATE WITH BUSINESSES
CORK IS A GREAT PLACE TO BRING UP A FAMILY AS IT OFFERS
TERRIFIC LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES FOR OUR CHILDREN
CORK GRADUATES HAVE LOTS OF JOB OPPORTUNITIES IN GROWTH
SECTORS

TARGET
AUDIENCES
Young people
wishing to obtain
a degree level
qualification
Graduate students
wishing to undertake
post graduate
training and research
People wanting to
undertake continuing
professional
development to
extend and broaden
their skills and
knowledge
Potential inward
investors for
whom the supply
of appropriately
qualified local
talent is a key
location criteria
City/regional
rankings agencies
and publications
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PROOF POINTS
•

Number, quality and range of undergraduate and post graduate courses

•

University College Cork (UCC) offer courses in a broad range of disciplines
including: Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics, Arts, Celtic
Studies and Social Sciences, Medicine and Health, Business and Law

•

Cork Institute of Technology (CIT) courses include Art, Business and Humanities,
Computing and Information Technology, Engineering, Media, Music, Nautical
Studies, and Science

•

Numbers of students graduating annually from Cork institutions

•

Quality of student graduate pipeline – numbers of first and 2.1 degrees

•

Number of students employed by Cork (domestic and international) companies

•

Testimonials from Cork graduates on their learning experience

CORK INNOVATION
TARGET
AUDIENCES

Cork is recognised for its innovative research and development organisations helping
local business become more globally competitive.

Inward investing
companies
Growing local
businesses seeking
to become more
innovative and
competitive

EDUCATION

Graduates wanting
to undertake post
graduate research
International city/
regional rankings
agencies

KEY MESSAGES
CORK IS A GREAT PLACE TO INNOVATE – WORLD CLASS R&D
ORGANISATIONS HAVE A GLOBAL REPUTATION AND CLIENT LIST
CORK IS A GREAT PLACE TO DEVELOP NEW PRODUCT, PROCESSES
AND PROTOTYPES SUPPORTED BY GLOBAL R&D INSTITUTIONS
CORK IS PRODUCING HIGH LEVEL TALENT

SECTION 5

CORK’S EDUCATION AND R&D ORGANISATIONS COLLABORATE WITH
BUSINESSES AND BUSINESS NETWORKS
PROOF POINTS
•

Ireland’s top performing university and institute of technology in past
5 years in terms of research income

•

Largest amount of EU R&D funding per capita in Ireland and most jointly
awarded projects involving industry

•

Collaboration with the world’s top universities

•

Specialisms offered by the National Tyndall Institute

•
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»
		

Globally leading research institution on photonics, microsystems,
micro and nano electronics, theory modelling and design

»
		

Lead partner in European research programmes for target industries
– electronics, medical devices, energy and communications

»

Has 200+ industry partners and customers worldwide

»

Generates €30 million/pa from competitively won contracts

Specialisms offered by CIT & UCC include
»

TEC Centre-Embedded Computing Systems

»

CAPPA – Advanced Phototonics and Process Analysis

»

Medicine, Health and Medical Technologies

»

Strategic Research Clusters – BIO-Explore, NIMBUS and Photonics

»

Earth, Atmospheric and Ocean sciences

»

Physical sciences, Engineering and ICT and Maths

»

Business and Law

»

Arts and Social Sciences

A HIGH QUALITY STUDENT CITY
Cork is a safe, vibrant and energetic city that welcomes students and offers a great
quality of life.

KEY MESSAGES
CORK OFFERS A RANGE OF ATTRACTIONS YOU WOULD EXPECT
FROM A MUCH LARGER CITY
CORK IS A COSMOPOLITAN CITY WHERE YOU CAN LIVE & STUDY
AMONG PEOPLE FROM ALL AROUND THE WORLD

TARGET
AUDIENCES
Potential
undergraduate
and post graduate
students from Ireland
and other countries
Retailers and leisure
businesses focussed
on 16-30 age group
Employers wishing to
undertake graduate
recruitment

CORK IS A STUDENT-FRIENDLY CITY
CORK OFFERS A WIDE RANGE OF EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES IN
GROWTH INDUSTRIES WITH GLOBAL AND LOCAL BUSINESSES
CORK IS A GREAT PLACE TO HAVE FUN WHILE YOU STUDY

35,000 plus students

•

The range of retail, leisure, sports and entertainment facilities and services
on offer to students

•

Testimonials from current and past students on the attractions of life in Cork
while learning

CORK COLLABORATES
Collaboration between education, business, business network and visitor organisations
drives Cork’s success.

KEY MESSAGES
UCC, CIT, CORK CITY AND COUNTY COUNCILS BROKER RELATIONSHIPS
NATIONALLY AND GLOBALLY
CORK’S EDUCATION AND R&D ORGANISATIONS WORK WITH BUSINESSES
TO DELIVER NEW PRODUCTS FOR DOMESTIC AND GLOBAL MARKETS

TARGET
AUDIENCES

SECTION 5

•

EDUCATION

PROOF POINTS

Inward investing
companies
Growing local
businesses seeking
to become more
innovative and
competitive
Other international,
educational and
R&Dinstitutes

PROOF POINTS
•

Strong track record of working with enterprise and return on investment
in terms of patents, licenses and spinouts is highly competitive

•

iMERC, CIT and UCC co-locating with business to bring forward new business
product for Ireland to market globally

•

Twin city networks: Shanghai, San Francisco and Chicago

•

Energy Cork and IT@Cork

•

Rubicon – largest business incubation centre in Ireland

•

Health Innovation Hub Demonstrator Project brings together the health
system, enterprise and academia
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6. VISITOR

VISITOR
SECTION 6

THIS HAS AN EQUALLY
IMPORTANT ROLE TO
PLAY IN SUPPORTING
THE CORE PROPOSITION
OF THE BRAND
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THE VISITOR PROPOSITION
The Visitor Proposition is currently being considered by Fáilte Ireland.
A consultative process has been undertaken with members of the tourism industry
and stakeholders to ascertain views on how Cork can be best presented as a tourist
destination.

SECTION 6

A REGION THAT HAS A LOT
HAPPENING, A DISTINCTIVE
HERITAGE AND AN ATTRACTIVE
ENVIRONMENT APPEALS TO
TOURISTS. IT ALSO SUPPORTS
BUSINESSES & ADDS TO THE QUALITY
OF LIFE. THIS IS VERY MUCH THE
CASE IN THE CORK REGION

VISITOR

Discussions centred around “what is the Cork offer, what is at the heart of the Cork
proposition… how can Cork stand out and attract more visitors, primarily from overseas?”

FEEDBACK HIGHLIGHTED STRONG CORK PROPOSITIONS AS BEING:
DRAMATIC LAND AND SEASCAPES: sightseeing and adventure in a beautiful natural
environment…. on land and water.
GLOBAL CORK: a rich military, trading, social and cultural heritage.
IRELAND’S FOOD CAPITAL: the heritage, provenance & quality of food and beverage.
CITY STYLE: a vibrant, cosmopolitan yet relaxed city vibe.
A HAPPENING PLACE: a large festival, cultural and sporting events programme.
This information will feed into an aligned project being led by Fáilte Ireland, Cork City
Council and Cork County Council; the objective being to develop a consumer centric,
motivating, visitor proposition for Cork as a leisure tourist destination.
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7. CORK IN
SUMMARY
CORK IN SUMMARY
SECTION 7

THE RIGHT MIX FOR
YOUR SUCCESS
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Brand
Proposition

Economic

Quality
of Life

Education

Visitor*

Role

Core

Core
supporting

Supporting

Supporting

Global
Business

Very
welcoming

Cork:
A high quality
student city

Talented
People

Natural
environment

Cork
educates

Accessible

Big
outdoors

Cork
innovates

The Mix

Rich &
vibrant
culture

Cork
collaborates

Welcoming &
Collaborative

Easy

Critical mass of
businesses & jobs

Cosmopolitan
vibrancy

Value
Propositions

SECTION 7

Brand
Proposition
Pillars

CORK IN SUMMARY

The Right Mix For Your Success

Cork’s promise
to the world

Heritage &
contemporary
trading &
business
Value for
Money
Business
Services
Young, agile,
clever, innovative
& entrepreneurial
culture
*A linked study is underway by Fáilte Ireland to develop the Visitor proposition.
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CORK’S FOUR BRAND
PROPOSITION PILLARS
1. ECONOMIC
A tradition of agile, energetic and entrepreneurial,
local and global business success

2. QUALITY OF LIFE
Big on Life!

3. EDUCATION
A tradition of independent learning, great ideas,
contemporary innovation and collaboration

4. VISITOR
[This is to be confirmed with supporting
work co-ordinated by Fáilte Ireland]
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www.corkbrand.ie
info@corkbrand.ie

www.fuzion.ie

